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Question 1 
(a) (i) Express the following rational number as a ratio of two integers: 
   38.07818181…                                                                             (Marks 5) 
 
 (ii) The domain of a function is expressed as: 
   ]8,1[]2,3( U− . 
  Show this domain on the coordinate line.                                                (Marks 2) 
 
(b) Given that ,53)( 3 −= xxf  by simplifying as far as possible, find the expression of: 








                                                          (Marks 7) 
 
(c) Find the amplitude and period of the following functions: 







cos2 ty . 
 Are these functions odd, even or neither? Explain.                                            (Marks 6) 
 
Question 2 
(a)  Express the following functions f(x) as a composition of two functions, i.e., 
 )()()( xhxgxf = and then identify g(x) and h(x) in each: 
(i) 32 ))sin(1()( xxf +=  and (ii) 31)( xxf −=    .                                        (Marks 6) 
 









=′  , find 
 the derivative of the following function at x = 8: 
                             1)( += xxf .                                                                                    (Marks 7) 
(c) Solve the following inequality for x and express your answer as intervals:   





.                                                                                 (Marks 7) 
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Question 3 
(a) Determine the limiting value of the following expression: 










.                                                                                            (Marks 5) 
 











  .                                                                   (Marks 5) 
 
(c) Find values of x, if any, at which the following function f(x) is not continuous: 












xf .                                                         (Marks 3) 

















 continuous at x = 0.                                                                                            (Marks 7) 
  
Question 4             
(a) Find the derivative of the following function: 
























xxxf .                                                                           (Marks 7) 
 
(b) Assuming that oil spilled from a ruptured tanker spreads in a circular pattern whose 
 area increases at a constant rate of 6 km2/s. At what rate the radius of the spill is 
 increasing when the area is 8 km2?                                                                    (Marks 7) 
 
(c) First check if the L’Hopital’s rule can be applied to calculate following limit. If 
 applicable then using this rule calculate the limiting value: 






;    c is a constant.                                                (Marks 6) 
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Question 5 
(a) Evaluate the following two integrals: 




sin .                     (Marks 6) 
 
(b) Find a system of linear equations corresponding to the following augmented matrix: 








                                      (Marks 3) 
 
(c) The following augmented matrix has been reduced to row echelon form by row 
 operations. Find the solution of the system. 














                                                                    (Marks 4) 
 

































































 compute the following: 
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Question 6 
(a) Find all values of k, if any, that satisfy the following matrix equation: 





























k .                                                  (Marks 6) 
 
(b) Which of the two following matrices are not revertible? Explain why. Find the inverse of 
 the invertible matrix, if any. 




























 .                                              (Marks 6) 
 
(c) For )4,3(=u , )1,5( −=v  and )1,7(=w , calculate 
        (i) )7.( wvu +  and (ii) ).( wvu .                                                  (Marks 4) 
 
(d) Find z  in the following expression: 
  izi =− *)34(  .                                                                                   (Marks 4) 
 
 
